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Abstrat
Our work ombines Java ompilation to native ode with a run-time library that
exeutes Java threads in a distributed-memory environment. This allows a Java pro-
grammer to view a luster of proessors as exeuting a single Java virtual mahine.
The separate proessors are simply resoures for exeuting Java threads with true
parallelism, and the run-time system provides the illusion of a shared memory on
top of the private memories of the proessors. The environment we present is avail-
able on top of several UNIX systems and an use a large variety of ommuniation
interfaes thanks to the high portability of its run-time system. To evaluate our ap-
proah, we ompare serial C, serial Java, and multithreaded Java implementations
of a branh-and-bound solution to the minimal-ost map-oloring problem. All mea-
surements have been arried out on two platforms using two dierent ommuniation
interfaes: SISCI/SCI and MPI-BIP/Myrinet.
Key words: Java, ompiling, distributed shared memory, Java onsisteny,
multithreading, Hyperion, PM2
1 Introdution
The Java programming language is an attrative vehile for onstruting par-
allel programs to exeute on lusters of omputers. The Java language design
?
A preliminary version of this work has been presented at the Euro-Par 2000
Conferene, Munih, Germany, August 2000.
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reets two emerging trends in parallel omputing: the widespread aeptane
of both a thread programming model and the use of a distributed-shared mem-
ory (DSM). While many researhers have endeavored to build Java-based tools
for parallel programming, we think most people have failed to appreiate the
possibilities inherent in Java's use of threads and a relaxed memory model.
There are a large number of parallel Java eorts that onnet multiple Java
virtual mahines by utilizing Java's Remote-Method-Invoation faility (e.g.,
[15℄) or by grafting an existing message-passing library (e.g., [6,7℄) onto Java.
In our work we view a luster as exeuting a single Java virtual mahine. The
separate nodes of the luster are hidden from the programmer and are sim-
ply resoures for exeuting Java threads with true parallelism. The separate
memories of the nodes are also hidden from the programmer and our imple-
mentation must support the illusion of a shared memory within the ontext
of the Java memory model, whih is relaxed in that it does not require se-
quential onsisteny. (See [8℄ for a omparison of our work with an RMI-based
approah.)
Our approah is most losely related to eorts to implement Java interpreters
on top of a distributed shared memory [911℄. However, we are interested in
omputationally intensive programs that an exploit parallel hardware. We
expet that the ost of ompiling to native ode will be reovered many times
over in the ourse of running suh programs. Therefore we fous on ombining
Java ompilation with support for exeuting Java threads in a distributed-
memory environment.
Our work is done in the ontext of the Hyperion environment for the high-
performane exeution of Java programs. Hyperion was developed at the
University of New Hampshire and omprises a Java-byteode-to-C translator
and a run-time library for the distributed exeution of Java threads. Hype-
rion has been built using the PM2 distributed, multithreaded run-time sys-
tem from the Éole Normale Supérieure de Lyon [12℄. As well as providing
lightweight threads and eient inter-node ommuniation, PM2 provides a
generi distributed-shared-memory layer, DSM-PM2 [13℄. Another important
advantage of PM2 is its high portability on several UNIX platforms and on a
large variety of ommuniation interfaes and protools (BIP, SCI, VIA, MPI,
TCP). Thanks to this feature, Java programs ompiled by Hyperion an be
exeuted with true parallelism in all these environments.
In this paper we desribe the overall design of the Hyperion system, the strat-
egy followed for the implementation of Hyperion using PM2, and a prelim-
inary evaluation of Hyperion/PM2 by omparing serial C, serial Java, and
multithreaded Java implementations of a branh-and-bound solution to the
minimal-ost map-oloring problem. The evaluation is performed on two dif-
ferent platforms using two dierent ommuniation interfaes: the SISCI in-
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Fig. 1. Compiling Java programs with Hyperion
terfae on top of a SCI network [14℄ and the MPI-BIP interfae on top of a
Myrinet network [15℄.
2 The Hyperion system
Our vision is that programmers will develop Java programs using the work-
stations on their desks and then submit the programs for prodution runs to
a high-performane Java exeution server that appears as a resoure on the
network. Instead of the onventional Java paradigm of pulling byteode bak
to their workstation for exeution, programmers will push byteode to the
high-performane server for remote exeution. Upon arrival at the server, the
byteode is translated for native exeution on the proessors of the server. We
utilize our own Java-byteode-to-C ompiler (java2) for this task and then
leverage the native C ompiler for the translation to mahine ode.
As an aside, note that the seurity issues surrounding pushing or pulling
byteodes an be handled dierently. When pulling byteodes, users want to
bring appliations from potentially untrusted loations on the network. The
Java features for byteode validation an be very useful in this ontext. In
ontrast, when pushing byteodes to a high-performane Java server, on-
ventional seurity methods might be employed, suh as only aepting pro-
grams from trusted users. However, the Java seurity features ould still be
useful if one wanted to support an open Java server, aepting programs
from untrusted users.
Code generation in java2 is straightforward (see Figure 1). Eah virtual ma-
hine instrution is translated diretly into a separate C statement, similar to
the approahes taken in the Harissa [16℄ or Toba [17℄ ompilers. As a result of
this method, we rely on the C ompiler to remove all the extraneous tempo-
rary variables reated along the way. Currently, java2 supports all non-wide
format instrutions as well as exeption handling.
The java2 ompiler also inludes an optimizer for improving the performane
of objet referenes with respet to the distributed-shared memory. For exam-
ple, if an objet is referened on eah iteration of a loop, the optimizer will
lift out of the loop the ode for obtaining a loally ahed opy of the objet.
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Inside the loop, therefore, the objet an be diretly aessed with low over-
head via a simple pointer. This optimization needs to be supported by both
ompiler analysis and run-time support to ensure that the loal ahe will not
be ushed for the duration of the loop.
To build a user program, user lass les are ompiled (rst by Hyperion's java2
and then the generated C ode by a C ompiler) and linked with the Hyperion
run-time library and with the neessary external libraries. The Hyperion run-
time system is strutured as a olletion of modules that interat with one
another (see Figure 2). We now present the main ones.
Java API support Hyperion urrently uses the Sun Mirosystems JDK 1.1
as the basis for its Java API support. Classes in the Java API that do not
inlude native methods an simply be ompiled by java2. However, lasses
with native methods need to have those native methods written by hand to
t the Hyperion design. Unfortunately, the Sun JDK 1.1 has a large number
of native methods sattered throughout the API lasses. To date, we have
only implemented a small number of these native methods and therefore our
support for the full API is limited. We hope that other releases of Java 2 (e.g.,
Sun JDK 1.2) will be more amenable to being ompiled by java2.
Thread subsystem The thread module provides support for lightweight
threads, on top of whih Java threads an be implemented. This support
inludes thread reation/destrution and thread synhronization using mu-
texes. For portability reasons, we model the interfae to this subsystem on
the ore funtions provided by POSIX threads. Additionally, the thread sub-
system provides an API for thread migration, whih we plan to use in future
investigations of dynami and transparent appliation load balaning.
Communiation subsystem The ommuniation subsystem supports
message transmission between the nodes of a luster. The interfae is based
upon message handlers being asynhronously invoked on the reeiving end.
This interfae is mandatory sine most ommuniations, either one-way or
round-trip, must our without any expliit ontribution of the remote node:
inoming requests are handled by a speial daemon thread whih runs on-
urrently with the appliation threads. For example, in our implementation
of the Java memory model, one node of a luster an asynhronously request
data from another node.
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loadIntoCahe Load an objet into the ahe
invalidateCahe Invalidate all entries in the ahe
updateMainMemory Update main memory with modiations made to
objets in the ahe
get Retrieve a eld from an objet previously loaded
into the ahe
put Modify a eld in an objet previously loaded into
the ahe
Table 1
Interfae between the Hyperion memory subsystem
and the implementation layer.
Memory subsystem The Memory subsystem is responsible for implement-
ing the Java memory model. Its interfae is based upon the operational spe-
iation of the Java memory model [18℄. The model utilizes both a main
memory and thread ahes. Table 1 lists the key primitives of the Hyper-
ion memory subsystem. These primitives oneptually manipulate the alling
thread's ahe and/or the main memory. (The Hyperion implementation of
the Java memory model is disussed in detail in Setion 4.)
Hyperion's memory subsystem also inludes mehanisms for objet alloa-
tion, garbage olletion and distributed synhronization. Java monitors and
the assoiated wait/notify methods are supported by attahing mutexes and
ondition variables from the Hyperion threads module to the Java objets
managed by the Hyperion memory layer.
Note that the whole design of the memory subsystem (and the orresponding
API) is based on objets. However, the DSM support may be page-based. The
memory subsystem interfae hides suh details from the rest of the system.
More information about this point is given in Setion 3.
Load balaner The load balaner is responsible for hoosing the most ap-
propriate node on whih to plae a newly reated thread. The urrent strategy
is rather simple: threads are assigned to nodes in a round-robin fashion. We
use a distributed algorithm, with eah node using round-robin plaement of
its loally reated threads, independently of the other nodes. More omplex
load balaning strategies based on dynami thread migration and on the in-
teration between thread migration and the memory onsisteny mehanisms
are urrently under investigation.
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3 Implementing Hyperion on top of PM2
As speied in the previous setion, eah high-level omponent of the Hyperion
runtime (namely the thread, ommuniation and memory subsystems) requires
that a number of funtionalities be supported by the (lower) implementation
layer. The urrent implementation of the Hyperion runtime is based upon the
PM2 distributed multithreaded environment (Figure 2), whih provides the
features needed by all subsystems. Nevertheless, other implementations are
possible (an alternative implementation of the memory subsystem is urrently
under study). In this paper, we fous on the PM2 implementation.
PM2's programming interfae allows user-level threads to be reated loally
or remotely and to ommuniate through Remote Proedure Calls (RPCs).
Besides, PM2 provides a thread migration mehanism that allows threads to
be transparently and preemptively moved from one node to another during
their exeution. Suh a funtionality is typially useful to implement dynami
load-balaning poliies. Finally, the aess to a ommon global address spae
is available via a distributed shared memory faility: the DSM-PM2 [13℄ layer.
Most Hyperion run-time primitives in the thread, ommuniation and shared
memory subsystems are implemented through diret mapping onto the orre-
sponding PM2 routines.
Thread subsystem The thread omponent of Hyperion is a very thin layer
that interfaes to PM2's thread library, alled Marel. Marel is an eient,
user-level, POSIX-like thread pakage featuring thread migration. Most of the
funtions in Marel's API provide the same syntax and semantis as the or-
responding POSIX Threads funtions. However, it is important to note that
the Hyperion thread omponent uses the PM2 thread omponent through the
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PM2 API and does not aess the thread omponent diretly, as would be
typial when using a lassial Pthreads-ompliant pakage. PM2 implements
a areful integration of multithreading and ommuniation that atually re-
quired several modiations to the thread management funtions (e.g., thread
reation).
Communiation subsystem The ommuniation omponent of Hyperion
is implemented using PM2 remote proedure alls, whih allow PM2 threads
to invoke the remote exeution of user-dened servies (i.e., funtions). On the
remote node, PM2 RPC invoations an either be handled by a pre-existing
thread or they an involve the reation of a new thread. This latter funtional-
ity allows us to easily implement Hyperion's ommuniation subsystem. PM2
utilizes a generi ommuniation pakage alled Madeleine [19℄ that provides
an eient interfae to a wide range of high-performane ommuniation li-
braries, inluding low-level ones. The following ommuniation interfaes are
urrently supported: BIP on top of a Myrinet network, SISCI on top of a SCI
network, VIA, the Virtual Interfae Arhiteture, MPI and TCP.
Memory subsystem The memory management primitives desribed in
Table 1 are implemented on top of PM2's distributed-shared-memory layer,
DSM-PM2 [13℄. DSM-PM2 provides a portable, ongurable implementation
platform for multithreaded DSM onsisteny protools. It has been designed
to be generi enough to support multiple onsisteny models. Besides, alterna-
tive protools are available for a given onsisteny model, thereby enabling the
programmer to possibly tune the DSM system aording to the spei appli-
ation needs. Currently, two built-in alternative protools provide Sequential
onsisteny, and two other provide Release onsisteny. Also, new onsisteny
models and protools an be easily implemented using the existing generi
DSM-PM2 library routines.
DSM-PM2 is strutured in layers. At the high level, a DSM protool poliy
layer is responsible for implementing onsisteny models out of a subset of
the available library routines. The library routines (used to bring a opy of
a page to a thread, to invalidate all opies of a page, et.) are grouped in
the lower-level DSM protool library layer. Finally, these library routines are
built on top of two base omponents: the DSM page manager and the DSM
ommuniation module. The DSM page manager is essentially dediated to
the low-level management of memory pages. It implements a distributed table
ontaining page ownership information and maintains the appropriate aess
rights on eah node. The DSM ommuniation module is responsible for pro-
viding elementary ommuniation mehanisms, suh as delivering requests for
page opies, sending pages, and invalidating pages.
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Fig. 3. Interations between the thread ahe and the main memory as speied by
the Java Memory Model
The DSM-PM2 user has three alternatives that may be utilized aording to
the user's spei needs: (1) use a built-in protool, (2) build a new protool
out of a subset of library routines, or (3) write new protools using the API of
the DSM page manager and DSM ommuniation module (for more elaborate
features not implemented by the library routines). The memory subsystem
primitives of Hyperion (loadIntoCahe, updateMainMemory, invalidateCahe,
get and put) have been implemented using this latter approah, aording
to the speiation of the Java Memory Model, as detailed in Setion 4.
4 Implementing the Java memory model on a distributed luster
4.1 The Java memory model
A entral aspet of Hyperion's design is onerned with the implementation
of the abstrat memory model of Java within a physially distributed environ-
ment. The Hyperion system must provide the illusion of a uniformly aessible,
shared objet memory, whih is independent of the physial objet loations
aross the luster.
The Java Memory Model (JMM) allows Java threads to use their private
memory to ahe values retrieved from main memory. Cahing greatly im-
proves performane if the appliation exhibits temporal loality, by aessing
a ahed objet multiple times before the ahe is invalidated. The speia-
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tion of the Java language [18, Chapter 17℄ is very areful to desribe how a
thread may utilize its ahe. It speies that eah Java thread is oneptu-
ally equipped with a loal ahe, interating with a ommon main memory
(Figure 3). A thread may perform use and assign ations to aess values for
variables that have been ahed loally. The use ation retrieves a variable's
value from the ahe for use by the thread's exeution engine. The assign a-
tion overwrites a variable's value in the ahe with a new value provided by
the exeution engine. The transfer of a variable's value from the main memory
to the ahe of a thread is ompleted by the unique pairing of a read ation
performed by main memory with a load ation performed by the thread. The
read ation retrieves the variable's value from main memory and transmits it
to the thread. The load ation aepts the value from main memory and puts
it in the thread's ahe loation for the variable. The reverse transfer, from a
thread's ahe bak to main memory, is ompleted by the unique pairing of a
store ation performed by the thread with a write ation performed by main
memory. The store ation transmits to main memory the value for a variable
residing in the thread's ahe. The write ation aepts the value transmitted
by the thread and deposits it in the main memory loation for the variable.
The JMM also denes synhronization ations. Java monitors are desribed
in terms of loks and eah Java objet is assoiated with a lok, whih is also
stored in the main memory. A lok may only be held by a single thread at a
time. (A thread requesting a lok held by another thread will blok until the
lok beomes available and the requesting thread is able to obtain it.) Threads
may request lok and unlok ations and the main memory is responsible for
ompleting these ations. When a thread aquires a lok, it must ush all
variables from its ahe. Before a thread releases a lok, it must rst transmit
bak to main memory all values it assigned sine it aquired the lok. These two
rules ensure that the onventional use of loks to protet a shared variable,
will work orretly. After a thread grabs the lok, the rst referene to the
variable will ause the variable value to be read from the main memory and
loaded into the thread's ahe. The variable an then be updated and, when
the thread performs the unlok, the updated value will be stored and written
bak to main memory, so as to be visible to other threads.
4.2 A distributed implementation in Hyperion
In Hyperion, the main memory region for an objet is on its home node, the
node on whih the objet was reated. The home node is in harge of managing
the master opy of the objet. Initially, the objets are stored on their home
nodes and an then be repliated if aessed on other nodes. On using an
objet, for instane as the right-hand side of an assignment, the loal opy of
the objet in the node's ahe is aessed; if no opy is present, then one is
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loaded from the main memory using the loadIntoCahe primitive. On assigning
an objet, for instane through the left-hand side of an assignment, the loal
opy of the objet in the node's ahe is assigned; if no opy is present, then
a fresh opy is loaded.
For a thread exeuting a lok ation, Hyperion rst performs the ode nees-
sary for the thread to aquire the lok, then updates main memory with all
assigned values in the ahe (via the updateMainMemory primitive), and nally
invalidates the ahe (via the invalidateCahe primitive). For a thread exeut-
ing the unlok ation, the implementation rst updates main memory with all
assigned values in the ahe (again via the updateMainMemory primitive) and
then performs the ode neessary for the thread to release the lok.
Note that the JMM only requires that the ahe be invalidated when a lok is
aquired, but that Hyperion also updates main memory. The update of main
memory is not expliit in the JMM rules in this situation, but it is implied by
the separate rule that requires a store ation be subsequently performed for
a variable prior to a load ation for the variable, if an assign ation has been
previously performed for the variable. If the update of main memory were not
done prior to the ahe invalidation, then any assigned values in the ahe
would be lost when the ahe was invalidated, in violation of this rule.
Hyperion uses spei aess primitives to shared data: the get and put prim-
itives. This allows us to detet and reord all modiations to loally ahed
objets using a bitmap. The put primitive uses it to reord all writes to the
objet, using objet-eld granularity. All loal modiations are sent to the
home node of the page by the updateMainMemory primitive. When updating
main memory, Hyperion identies all updated variables in the ahe. Then it
further identies the home for all suh variables and generates RPCs to all
the homes to transmit the updated values. The alling thread must blok un-
til all suh RPCs are expliitly aknowledged with an answering RPC, whih
indiates that the updated values were reeived and stored at the home node.
Aknowledgments are neessary in order to prevent a thread from ontinuing
on and releasing the lok early. Suh an early release would lead to an er-
ror, if another thread aquired the lok and ahed variables that had been
updated by the other thread, but for whih the new values had not yet been
written into main memory.
Java objets are implemented on top of DSM-PM2 pages. If an objet spans
several pages, all the pages are ahed loally when the objet is loaded. Con-
sequently, loading an objet into the loal ahe may generate prefething,
sine all objets on the orresponding page(s) are atually brought to the ur-
rent node. This pre-fething is Java ompliant beause early read and load
ations are expliitly allowed, as long as they are performed after the last lok
ation performed by the thread. Sine eah lok ation is implemented with
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an invalidation of the loal ahe, any values pre-fethed before the last lok
are disarded at the time of the lok . Therefore, any values that are hits in
the ahe are guaranteed to be values fethed sine the last lok was exeuted.
Note that ahing at the page level, rather than at the objet level, does not
aet the updating of main memory. Sine in the JMM a lok or a unlok
ation auses all ahed values that have been modied to be sent to main
memory, treating ahed memory in units of pages is Java ompliant.
In the original desription of the Java memory model, eah thread is equipped
with its private, thread-level ahe. The design of Hyperion reognizes that for
many appliations performane may be improved by running many threads
in parallel, many more than the number of available nodes in the luster.
To support this view, Hyperion enables all the threads running on a single
node to share a ommon, node-level ahe. Sharing a ommon ahe among
all the threads running at a single node enhanes prefething of objets, thus
providing a better loality of aess. Also, the size of the ahes is a funtion
of the number of nodes, instead of the number of threads as in the original
desription. This is a major deviation from the original desription of the
JMM, whih deserves a detailed disussion. We postpone this aspet to the
next setion for the sake of larity.
Node-level onurreny provides the potential for onurrent exeution of im-
plementation ations suh as page fething, ahe invalidation or the update
of main memory. To limit this potential, Hyperion employs mutexes, as well
as more omplex loking mehanisms.
 First, eah ahed page is proteted by a mutex to serialize the updat-
ing of the page's modiation bitmap. This mutex is also loked prior to
transmitting the modiations bak to the home node. The mutex is not
loked by the get primitive, sine there is no onit between reading a eld
and either updating the enompassing page's bitmap or sending the page's
modiations bak to the home node.
 Seond, a single, node-level mutex is employed to prevent onurrent ahe
invalidations and main-memory updates. This mutex is neessary to protet
the internal data strutures used by the ahe.
 Finally, a more sophistiated loking mehanism is employed that prevents
any thread from doing a ahe invalidation until all threads are in a position
to safely allow the invalidation to proeed. This mehanism is similar to
solutions to the readers-and-writers problem in that multiple threads (the
readers) may aess ahed values but only one thread (the writer) at a time
an invalidate the ahe. In addition, there an be no threads aessing the
ahe when it is invalidated. Threads release their reader lok whenever
they reah a point in the program where an objet might move. This
inludes lok and unlok ations when the ahe is invalidated, as well as the
new operator, when the garbage olletor might be invoked. This mehanism
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Home
x
N
1
loadIntoCahe(x) loadIntoCahe(x)
request x request x
send x (value 7) to N
0
send x (7) to N
1
T
0
: use x (7) T
3
: use x (7)
T
1
: assign x = 17 T
4
: assign x = 19
T
2
: use x (17) T
5
: use x (19)
updateMainMemory(x) updateMainMemory(x)
transmit x (17) transmit x (19)
reeive x (17) from N
0
reeive x (19) from N
1
Fig. 4. A typial situation for threads interating on a variable x.
Main Memory
read x (value 7) for T
0
read x (7) for T
3
write x (17) for T
1
read x (17) for T
2
write x (19) for T
4
read x (19) for T
5
Fig. 5. The serial ordering for variable x.
prevents a ahe invalidate when a page feth is underway and thus avoids
the need to possibly disard arriving pages and re-issue page requests. In
addition, onurrent page requests an be safely and simply satised by a
single page feth from the home node.
4.3 Node-level onurreny and node-level ahes
Does the node-level ahe approah of Hyperion omply with the thread-level
ahe speiation of JMM? And does speial are need to be taken to support
onurrent aess to the loal ahe?
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One aspet of sharing the loal ahe is that it extends pre-fething to ross
thread boundaries, in ontrast with the operational desription of the JMM.
Atually, one thread an ause an objet to be ahed. The ahed objet
may be subsequently aessed by another thread exeuting on the same node.
The justiation for this pre-fething is the same as disussed in the preed-
ing subsetion. The key fat is that, if any thread invalidates the ahe, the
whole ahe is invalidated for all threads. This ensures that any hit in the
ahe provides a valid value no matter whih thread is exeuting the aess.
The values in the ahe have all been loaded after the last ahe invalidation
performed by any thread.
A seond aspet of ahe sharing is that an assign performed by one thread
on a given node will be seen earlier by other threads on the same node
than by threads exeuting elsewhere in the luster, again in ontrast with
the operational desription of the JMM. Sine the JMM utilizes a separate
ahe for eah thread, it requires that, for a thread to use the value assigned
by another thread, the value must be stored to main memory by the thread
that performed the assign and then loaded from main memory by the thread
that is performing the use. In Hyperion, however, the home loation is not
atually touhed until there is a lok or a unlok exeuted on the node. This
means that the JMM onept of main memory is not diretly implemented
in Hyperion by a set of physial home loations, one xed loation for eah
variable. In some irumstanes, the value orresponding to the oneptual
JMM main-memory opy of a given variable, may be read or written in the
node-level ahe, instead of its regular home loation.
In fat, in Hyperion a variable may be ahed on multiple nodes with mul-
tiple threads on eah node onurrently aessing the loal opy. The JMM
requires that the main-memory ations performed on this variable be serializ-
able. However, in Hyperion the ations are potentially performed onurrently
by proessors on dierent nodes. The key element to the argument that the
Hyperion approah is JMM ompliant is that the required serial ordering of
JMM main-memory ations for a given variable an always be onstruted
from the node-level traes of the Hyperion implementation's manipulation of
that variable at run time.
In general the serial ordering of the main-memory ations is onstruted by
spliing together the Hyperion traes for eah node. The spliing is driven
by the trae from the home node, using the alls to the loadIntoCahe and
updateMainMemory routines of Hyperion's runtime to ontrol the merging from
the other traes.
 A all to loadIntoCahe for a variable x issues a read request from the loal
node to the home node for x; eventually, this home node serves the request
by atually reading the value of x in from memory (read ation of the JMM)
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and it sends it bak to the requesting node; the value is eventually reeived
and loaded into the ahe (load ation), where an subsequently be used
(use ation).
 A all to the updateMainMemory routine sans all the variables x whih have
been modied (assign ation) at the loal node sine the last update; for
eah of them, it transmits the loal value to the spei home node (store
ation); the home node eventually reeives this value and atually updates
its memory with it (write ation).
To illustrate a typial situation, onsider the sequene of ations displayed in
Figure 4. Variable x is ahed on two single-proessor nodes, N
0
and N
1
. There
are three threads exeuting on eah node: T
0
, T
1
and T
2
on N
0
; T
3
, T
4
and T
5
on N
1
. The home node for x is Home
x
. Despite the onurrent assignments
and the subsequent use of the assigned values by other threads, the required
serial ordering of the main memory ations an still be onstruted, as shown
in Figure 5.
A full desription of an algorithm for onstruting a serial ordering of the JMM
main-memory ations, given a set of Hyperion node-level traes, is provided
in [20℄. We are urrently working on a formal desription of this algorithm.
5 Performane evaluation: minimal-ost map-oloring
5.1 Experimental onditions and benhmark programs
We have implemented branh-and-bound solutions to the minimal-ost map-
oloring problem, using serial C, serial Java, and multithreaded Java. These
programs have rst been run on a eight-node luster of 200 MHz Pentium Pro
proessors, running Linux 2.2, interonneted by a Myrinet network and using
MPI implemented on top of the BIP ommuniation interfae [21℄. We have
also exeuted the programs without any modiation on a four-node luster of
450 MHz Pentium II proessors running Linux 2.2, interonneted by a SCI
network using the SISCI ommuniation interfae. The serial C program is
ompiled using the GNU C ompiler, version 2.7.2.3 with -O6 optimization,
and runs natively as a normal Linux exeutable. The Java programs are
translated to C by Hyperion's java2 ompiler, the generated C ode is also
ompiled by GNU C with -O6 optimization, and the resulting objet les are
linked with the Hyperion/PM2 run-time system.
The two serial programs use idential algorithms, based upon storing the
searh states in a priority queue. The queue rst gives priority to states in
the bottom half of the searh tree and then seondly sorts by bound value.
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(Giving priority to the states in the bottom half of the searh tree drives
the searh to nd solutions more quikly, whih in turn allows the searh
spae to be more eiently pruned.) The parallel program does an initial,
single-threaded, breadth-rst expansion of the searh tree to generate sixty-
four searh states. Sixty-four threads are then started and eah one is given
a single state to expand. Eah thread keeps its own priority queue, using the
same searh strategy as employed by the serial programs. The best urrent so-
lution is stored in a single loation, proteted by a Java monitor. All threads
poll this loation at regular intervals in order to eetively prune their searh
spae. All programs use a pre-alloated pool of searh-state data objets. This
avoids making a large number of alls to either the C storage alloation prim-
itives (mallo/free) or utilizing the Java garbage olletor. (Our distributed
Java garbage olletor is still under development.) If the pool is exhausted,
the searh mehanism swithes to a depth-rst strategy until the pool is re-
plenished. Maintaining a onstant number of threads aross exeutions on
dierent size lusters helps to keep fairly onstant the aggregate amount of
work performed aross the benhmarking runs. However, the pattern of inter-
ation of the threads (via the detetion of solutions) does vary and thus the
work performed also varies slightly aross dierent runs.
For benhmarking, we have solved the problem of oloring the twenty-nine
eastern-most states in the USA using four olors with dierent osts. Assign-
ing sixty-four threads to this problem in the manner desribed above, and
using Hyperion's round-robin assignment of threads to nodes, is reasonably
eetive at evenly spreading the number of state expansions performed around
a luster, if the number of nodes divides evenly into the number of threads.
(In the future we plan to investigate dynami and transparent load balaning
approahes using the thread migration features of PM2.)
5.2 Overhead of Hyperion/PM2 vs. hand-written C ode
First, we ompare the performane of the serial programs on a single 450 MHz
Pentium II proessor running Linux 2.2. Both the hand-written C program and
the C ode generated by java2were ompiled to native Pentium II instrutions
using g 2.7.2.3 with option -O6. Exeution times are given in seonds.
Hand-written C 63
Java via Hyperion/PM2 324
Java via Hyperion/PM2, in-line DSM heks disabled 168
Java via Hyperion/PM2, array bound heks also disabled 98
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We onsider this a hard omparison beause we are omparing against hand-
written, optimized C ode and beause the amount of straight-line omputa-
tion is minimal. This appliation features a large amount of objet manipula-
tion (inserting to and retrieving from the priority queue; alloating new states
from the pool and returning dead-end states to the pool) with a relatively
small amount of omputation involved in expanding and evaluating a single
state. In fat, the top two lines in the table demonstrate that the original
Hyperion/PM2 exeution is roughly ve times slower than the exeution of
the hand-written C program.
The bottom two lines in the table help explain the urrent overheads in the
Hyperion/PM2 implementation of the Java ode and represent umulative
improvements to the performane of the program. In the third line of the table,
the Java ode is exeuted on a single node with the in-line heks disabled:
in-line heks are used by Hyperion to test for the presene or the absene of a
given Java objet at the loal node in the distributed implementation; as there
is only one node at work in the ase at stake, they are always satised. In the
fourth line of the table, the array bound heks are additionally disabled. This
last version an be onsidered as the losest to the hand-written C ode. It is
only 55% slower. A omparison with hand-written C++ ode would probably
be more fair to Hyperion, and would probably result in an even lower gap.
We an draw two onlusions from these gures. First, the in-line heks used
to implement the Hyperion DSM primitives (e.g., loadIntoCahe, get and put)
are very expensive for this appliation. By disabling these heks in the C
ode generated by java2, we save nearly 50% of the exeution time. (This
emphasizes the map-oloring appliation's heavy use of objet manipulation
and light use of integer or oating-point alulations.) For this appliation
it may be better to utilize a DSM-implementation tehnique that relies on
page-fault detetion rather than in-line tests for loality. Even if the extra
ost of a page fault is paid for every aess to a non-ahed remote objet,
this alternative tehnique avoids the high ost of the in-line heks. Suh a
omparison an be onveniently made using DSM-PM2's generi support. An
extensive study of the relative eieny of in-line vs. page-fault heks, based
on ve other appliations, an be found in [22℄. There, the page-fault version
usually performs signiantly better than the in-line hek version.
Seond, the ost of the array-bounds hek in the Java array-index operation,
at least in the Hyperion implementation, is also quite signiant. We imple-
ment the bounds hek by an expliit test in the generated C ode. In the
map-oloring appliation, arrays are used to implement the priority queues
and in the representation of searh states. In both ases the atual index al-
ulations are straightforward and would be amenable to optimization by a
ompiler that supported the guaranteed safe removal of suh heks. Suh an
optimization ould be implemented in java2. Alternatively, this optimization
16
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Fig. 6. Parallelizability results for the multithreaded version of our Java program
solving the problem of oloring the twenty-nine eastern-most states in the USA
using four olors with dierent osts. Tests have been done on two luster platforms:
200 MHz Pentium Pro using MPI-BIP/Myrinet and 450 MHz Pentium II using
SISCI/SCI. The program is run in all ases with 64 threads.
might be done by analysis of the byteode prior to the exeution of java2.
Or, the optimization ould be performed on the generated C ode. We plan
to further investigate these alternatives in the future.
5.3 Performane of the multithreaded version
Next, we provide the performane of the multithreaded version of the Java
program on the two lusters desribed in Setion 5.1. Parallelizability results
are presented in Figure 6: the multi-node exeution times are ompared to the
single-node exeution time of the same multithreaded Java program run with
64 threads.
On the 200 MHz Pentium Pro luster using MPI-BIP/Myrinet, the exeution
time dereases from 638 s for a single-node exeution to 178 s for an 4-node
exeution (90% eieny), and further to 89 s for an 8-node exeution (still
90% eieny). On the 450 MHz Pentium II luster using SISCI/SCI, the
eieny is slightly lower (78% on 4 nodes), but the exeution time is sig-
niantly better: the program runs in 273 s on 1 node, and 89 s on 4 nodes.
Observe that the multithreaded program on one 450 MHz Pentium II node
follows a more eient searh path for the partiular problem being solved
than its serial, single-threaded version reported in Setion 5.2. The eieny
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dereases slightly as the number of nodes inreases on a luster. This is due
to an inreasing number of ommuniations that are performed to the single
node holding the urrent best answer. With a smaller number of nodes, there
are more threads per node and a greater hane that, on a given node, requests
by multiple threads to feth the page holding the best answer an be satised
by a single message exhange on the network. (That is, roughly onurrent
page requests at one node may be satised by one message exhange.)
We believe these results indiate the strong promise of our approah. How-
ever, further study is warranted. We plan to investigate the performane under
Hyperion/PM2 of additional Java multithreaded programs, inluding applia-
tions onverted from the SPLASH-2 benhmark suite.
6 Related work
The use of Java for distributed parallel programming has been the objet of
a large number of researh eorts during the past several years. Most of the
reently published results highlight the importane of transpareny with re-
spet to the possibly distributed underlying arhiteture: multithreaded Java
appliations written using the shared-memory paradigm should run unmodi-
ed in distributed environments. Though this goal is put forward by almost
all distributed Java projets, many of them fail to fully ahieve it.
The JavaParty [4℄ platform provides a shared address spae and hides the inter-
node ommuniation and network exeptions internally. Objet and thread
loation is transparent and no expliit ommuniation protool needs to be
designed nor implemented by the user. JavaParty extends Java with a pre-
proessor and a run-time system handling distributed parallel programming.
The soure ode is transformed into regular Java ode plus RMI hooks and
the latter are fed into Sun's RMI ompiler. Multithreaded Java programs are
turned into distributed JavaParty programs by identifying the lasses and ob-
jets that need to be spread aross the distributed environment. Unfortunately,
this operation is not transparent for the programmer, who has to expliitly
use the keyword remote as a lass modier. A very similar approah is taken
by the Do! projet [3℄, whih obtains distribution by hanging the framework
lasses used by the program and by transforming lasses to transparently use
the Java RMI, while keeping an unhanged API. Again, potentially remote
objets are expliitly indiated using the remote annotation.
Another approah onsists in implementing Java interpreters on top of a dis-
tributed shared memory [10,11℄ system. Java/DSM [11℄ is suh an example,
relying on the Treadmarks distributed-shared-memory system. Nevertheless,
using an o-the-shelf DSM may not lead to the best performane, for a num-
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ber of reasons. First, to our knowledge, no available DSM provides spei
support for the Java memory model. Seond, using a general-purpose release-
onsistent DSM sets up a limit to the potential spei optimizations that
ould be implemented to guarantee Java onsisteny. Loality and ahing
are handled by the DSM support, whih is not exible enough to allow the
higher-level layer of the system to ongure its behavior.
JVM [9℄ is another interpreter-based JVM providing a single image of a
traditional JVM while running on a luster. Eah luster node has a JVM
proess that implements the Java interpreter loop while exeuting part of the
appliation's Java threads and ontaining part of the appliation objets. In
ontrast to Hyperion's objet ahing approah, JVM exeutes methods on
the node holding the master opy of the objet, but inludes optimizations for
data ahing and repliation in some ases.
Our interest in omputationally intensive programs that an exploit parallel
hardware justies three main original design deisions for Hyperion. First, we
rely on a Java-to-C ompiler to transform byteode to native ode and we
expet the ompilation ost will be reovered many times over in the ourse of
running suh programs. We believe this approah will lead to muh better exe-
ution times ompared to the interpreter-based approahes mentioned above.
Seond, Hyperion uses the generi, multi-protool DSM-PM2 run-time sys-
tem, whih is ongured to speially support Java onsisteny. Finally, we
are able to take advantage of fast luster networks, suh as SCI and Myrinet,
thanks to our portable and eient ommuniation library provided by the
PM2 run-time system.
7 Conlusion
The goal of the Hyperion projet is to provide the software infrastruture to
use Java to program low-ost, high-performane lusters of ommodity pro-
essors. Hyperion supports viewing a luster as exeuting a single Java virtual
mahine. We believe that transparently enabling the use of suh lusters will
make Java an attrative language for high-performane omputing to a large
lass of programmers.
In Java, the notion of onurreny has been inluded from the very beginning
in the language speiation, both at the user level and within the byteode.
Conurreny is exposed to the user through threads, whih share a ommon
address spae. The standard library provides a number of failities to start a
thread, suspend or kill it, swith ontrol between threads, et., and the Java
memory model speies how threads may interat with the ommon memory.
It is thus possible to leverage this feature to diretly map a multithreaded
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Java program onto a luster. Faster exeution is obtained by mapping the
original Java threads onto the native threads available in the luster. These
threads are spread aross the proessing nodes to provide atual onurrent
exeution and load balaning. The Java memory model is implemented by a
distributed shared memory (DSM) substrate, so that the original semantis of
the language is kept unhanged.
Portability has been a major objetive in the design of Hyperion. We did
not ommit to any spei avor of Unix, nor any proessor arhiteture, nor
any spei type of interonnetion network and protool. To ahieve this
hallenge, the Hyperion platform has been built on top of a portable runtime
environment alled DSM-PM2, whih is portable aross a wide spetrum of
high-performane networks, suh as SCI, Myrinet, and Gigabit-Ethernet, and
an be used with most ommon ommuniation interfaes, suh as TCP, MPI
and VIA. While the system urrently runs on lusters of Linux PCs, we expet
to be able to use Hyperion on nearly any UNIX-based luster or parallel
omputing environment without any signiant modiation.
Our benhmarking results demonstrate this portability as we ran an unmod-
ied program on two lusters utilizing dierent proessors, dierent network
tehnologies and dierent ommuniation protools. Our results also identify
two key needs to enable high-performane serial exeution of Java ode: the
elimination of in-line heks for objet loality and the optimization of array-
bound heking. Finally, we presented parallelizability results that demon-
strate good parallel eieny for our benhmark appliation on the available
lusters.
Hyperion therefore demonstrates that unmodied, standard Java programs
an run eetively and transparently on lusters. Java threads an be im-
plemented with high-performane, low-level threads that an be mapped to
dierent proessors for true parallelism and the Java memory model an be
eiently implemented in a distributed-memory environment. This ombina-
tion of performane, transpareny and portability makes Java an attrative
alternative for programming lusters of omputers.
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